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K-Limited Carrier, Ltd.

Melanie Feeley of K-Limited is to Join ATA Industry Leadership Program
TOLEDO, Ohio, Oct. 20, 2015—Melanie Feeley, corporate secretary and accounting manager at KLimited Carrier Ltd., one of the nation’s premier tank truck carrier companies, was chosen after a
competitive selection process with many highly qualified applicants, to be a part of LEAD ATA (American
Trucking Association) 2015-2016 class.
“I am honored and delighted to be selected to be part of LEAD ATA’s 2015-2016 class. I appreciate the
opportunity to network and learn from others leaders in the industry, as well as share my experiences with
them. As part of the succession plan of the trucking industry, we will Lead ATA into the future,” said
Feeley.
Feeley has experience in sales and employee benefits, which has translated well into this industry. She
has seen a lot of growth within K-Limited’s finance department and looks forward to more progress.
This will be the American Trucking Association’s third LEAD ATA class in their leadership development
program, which was launched in 2013. It is designed to showcase the important roles of the regulatory
and legislative process, and how ATA supports both. The program has already brought dozens of future
trucking and ATA leaders to important industry events and provided networking opportunities. Members
of LEAD ATA will gain the chance to learn about how to best nurture and advocate highway safety,
security, environmental sustainability and profitability.
“I am very proud of Melanie and cannot wait to see the great work that she is bound to do with LEAD
ATA,” said Dean Kaplan, CEO of K-Limited Carrier. “Melanie is a true asset to the trucking industry with
her well-rounded expertise and innovative approach.”
Since 1933, American Trucking Associations has been the leading advocate for the trucking industry.
ATA works to educate policymakers and the general public about the essential role trucking plays in the
economy, and provides industry leaders with the tools to promote responsible policies.
About American Trucking Associations: American Trucking Associations is the largest national trade association for
the trucking industry. Through a federation of 50 affiliated state trucking associations and industry-related
conferences and councils, ATA is the voice of the industry America depends on most to move our nation’s freight. Follow
ATA on Twitter or on Facebook. Trucking Moves America Forward.
About K-Limited Carrier LTD: A leader in the liquid bulk carrier industry, K-Limited Carrier LTD is among the largest
female-owned and operated certified liquid bulk carriers in the U.S., officially recognized by the Women’s Business
Enterprise National Council. The company brings an unparalleled level of service and safety to its customers, along
with the pride, performance and professionalism of an elite team of award-winning drivers. Based in Toledo, Ohio, KLimited operates terminal facilities in Toledo, Detroit, Chicago, Cincinnati and Cleveland. Learn more at www.kltd.com.
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